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The purpose of this book is to help anyone who is starting a brand. All you need is a little
guidance! That's where I come in. I will be teaching you about the "8 PILLARS OF BRANDING"
when it pertains to your brand: WHAT IS YOUR PASSION, BRANDING YOUR BRAND,
NETWORKING, BEING UNSEEN, DON'T BE APART OF EVERY OPPORTUNITY, BUILDING
YOUR TEAM, RUN YOUR BRAND LIKE A BUSINESS, AND HOW TO MAKE MONEY OFF OF
YOUR BRAND! I have been pursuing media for a very long time. I truly believe if you follow my 8
steps anything is possible!
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Cyrus Webb, “Rodney Wash shares his life lessons and experiences to help you in MEDIA
WORLD THROUGH MY EYES. If you have every looked a media personality or someone in the
public eye and said "I want to do that," then MEDIA WORLD THROUGH MY EYES is something
you will enjoy. The book is able to share Rodney Wash's journey of discovering his passion to
actually walking in his passion---and the results of doing it.The book is written in Wash's
personable style, and though it is an easy READ the WORK is what is going to make it happen
for you. It's not enough to say I want to do this or that. As Wash shows you have to do the WORK
in order to see your goals and dreams become a reality.MEDIA WORLD THROUGH MY EYES
shares the difference between your brand and branding as well as what you should do when
attending networking events both online and off. Is it a good idea to be everywhere and to be all
over the place? Wash shares his thoughts on that as well as why the person you present online
can help or hurt you when moving forward.Again the reading of the book is easy enough, but if
you want to do what Rodney Wash and others have done you have to do the work. If you're
willing to do that then you'll see the results come your way.”

Tre, “A Manual for Success!!!. I loooove the information and perspective in this book... I consider
this more of a manual for success!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Packed with Important Information. For anyone looking to grow their
business in the media industry, this easy read is filled with lots of useful information. Following
the guidelines set by the author, the reader will be given a springboard turning their hobby or
dream into a legitimate media business and entity.”

Jakeem, “How to believe in yourself no matter what you may face .. So very proud of you and
what God is doing for you . Reach for the stars and continue to stay focus. This is just the
beginning .”

diane wash, “Enthusiastic. This book is good for anyone who is passionate about building their
brand! It’s a short read, but it is filled with a lot of good information!! #amustread”

Gamal Williams, “Excellent read!. So far I have read the first chapter and I am already
encouraged.”

Julian Feliciano, “Great read!. Great read!”

Demetric, “Empowering. Amazing book hands down”

The book by Rodney Wash has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 28 people have provided feedback.
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